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Wong Io Wa: 
Vitality and Inspiration of Nature 
in Painting

“Sou Fat Iong’s Zen Art Exhibition”, part of “Macao Artists 

Promotion Plan” sponsored by Macao Foundation, was held 

at Exhibition Hall of Macao Center of Education, Science and 

Culture from December 6 till 14. This exhibition consisted of over 

50 works by Macao artist Sou Fat Iong, and the album “Sou Fat 

Iong’s Zen Art Album” was issued simultaneously.

Distinguished guests such as Ms. Xu Ting, director general of 

Department of Culture and Education of Central Liaison Office 

in Macao, Mr. Wu Zhiliang, president of executive committee of 

Macao Foundation, Mr. Lok Po president of Macao Daily News, Mr. 

Shi Jianzhao, elder of Buddhist Association of Macao, Mr. Sou Kam 

Leong, Chong Fong Culture and Art Association and the author Sou 

Fat Iong, attended the opening ceremony.

This exhibition took up the oil painting on rice paper as the main 

art form and lotus, flower of Macao SAR as well as other Buddhist 

subjects as the main contents. The author hoped to help the public to 

get rid of impetuous mood and foster serenity in mind. The subjects 

of landscape in Chinese and Portuguese styles as well as still objects 

and flowers made the contents more abundant.

Sou Fat Iong took up painting at the age of 11, and received training 

from such masters as Cao Xuewei, Hong Pisen, Meng Guang, Yu 

Yunjie, Qu Guliang and Kong Boji. Many of his paintings have been 

admitted into National Fine Arts Exhibition, and his painting Comrade 

Fang Zhimin in Prision created at his age of 26 was collected by 

National Art Museum of China. At the age of 27, he was employed as 

a teacher of Department of Fine Arts of Shanghai Theatre Academy. 

In 1980, he migrated to Macao. He established his own school of 

“Zen Art”, which, in the way of Western oil painting in Chinese rice 

paper, represents an integration of Chinese and Western cultures as 

a unique art style. His works have been exhibited in Beijing, Shanghai, 

Guangdong, Hong Kong, Macao and Southeast Asia as well as World 

Buddhism Forum on many occasions.
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Born in Shanghai in 1951, Sou Fat Iong has “Su Min” as his 

original name and “Guangshui” as his Buddhist title.

He has been to Dunhuang three times for careful copying and 

research of Buddhist art so as to conduct his re-creation on 

the basis of traditional culture of Confucianism, Buddhism and 

Taoism and in the main form of oil painting on Chinese rice 

paper. As we all know, Macao has a history of 400 years for 

cultural integration between China and the West. The unique 

way of Western oil painting on Chinese rice paper embodies 

another cultural integration as well as a unique art style. 

Exhibited in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong, Hong Kong, Macao 

and Southeast Asia as well as World Buddhism Forum on many 

occasions, his works have been extensively well-received among 

Buddhist circle and art circle and recognized by eminent monks 

and masters of compelling integrity. Adopting the Buddhist 

statue as the main theme in his “Zen Art”, he paints the Buddha 

in his own hearty worship in order to promote Buddhist 

preaching.

In recent years, he created “Oil Painting on Porcelain Plate” on his own. The double-side oil painting 

on porcelain plate “Mother Buddha and Ksitigarbha Bodhisattva” (3.33metersX1.53meters) created 

in 2007 set a new world record of Shanghai Big World Guiness. In the same year, he created another 

oil painting on rice paper “Soaring” which was taken into space for 17 days by China’s spaceship 

Shenzhou No.8 in 2011. Sou Fat Iong becomes the first painter whose oil painting has reached space, 

and his paintings have been chosen by Post Administration of Macao as the subjects of their postal 

items. 
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